
THE REASONS AGAINST THE USE OF STUNNING IN BRIEF:  

 Medical studies (& common sense) have shown the Cruelty and the suffering to the animal to the 
animal if is stunned? 

 Stunning has been found to KILL some animals especially the poultry (about 33% before Dhabh). 
This is MITAH and haram to eat. (Unfortunately they all mixed together?) 

 Stunning causes less bleeding out and "Salt and Pepper haemorrhage" inside the meat? 
So Muslims are consuming BLOOD which is forbidden in Islam and very unhealthy too. 

 Stunning makes the meat NOT TAYYIB/not healthy, as it disrupts the natural chemical formula of 
the meat which is healthy to eat naturally/without stunning. 

 Captive Bolt pistol to stun the cows have been found to spread BSE/Mad cow disease 
Many states in the US  have stopped using it 

 Scientific medical studies have shown the importance of hearing the Name of ALLAH (Tasmiah) 
at time of Dhabh  by the animal who should be fully conscious and fully hearing.  It was found that 
TASMIAH acts like tranquilliser to both: the animal and the slaughter man and PURIFY the meat from 
germs/bacteria!  

In stunning the animal is unconscious and cannot hear ??? 

 Almost all Muslim scholars and Ulamas have given the FATAWAS against the use of stunning 
 (we have a lot of evidences/copies) 

 Stunning of the poultry is clearly prohibited in the Qur'an, as the heads of the innocent 
chickens are forcibly immersed in electrified water bath??? 
Some chickens will die from STRANGULATION (MUNQUANIQAH) which is mentioned in the 
Qur'an. 

 The OFFICIAL MUSLIM VIEW IN BRITAIN, Like the Muslim Council of Britain and hundreds of 
organisations...  HALAL MEAT IS THE ONE WHICH CAME FROM UNSTUNNED ANIMALS. 

 Dhabh without stunning is LEGAL in Britain and we Muslims(as well as the Jews) have been given 
exemption from using stunning(WE ARE LUCKY TO HAVE THIS LAW AND FACILITY HERE IN BRITAIN) 

 Alhamdulillah the Muslims in Britain/Europe/abroad have taken up to the importance of eating true 
halal meat without the use of stunning. (CONSUMERS) 

 More important, the final prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) has said in an authentic 
Hadith/saying: 
"I WILL FIGHT ALL THOSE WHO DO NOT SLAUGHTER THEIR ANIMALS AS I DO (without stunning)" 
Can you imagine that our beloved prophet Muhammad will FIGHT you if you use stunning in your 
animal slaughter? 

What about the careless Muslim Consumers who eat the meat of stunned animals ("halal")? 

MUSLIMS HAVE A DUTY TO FOLLOW AND OBEY OUR BELOVED PROPHET MUHAMMAD (pbuh) IN HIS 
HUMANE METHOD OF DHABH AND TO EDUCATE ALL NON MUSLIMS ABOUT OUR DIVINE METHOD (In 
Judaism/Christianity and Islam) AND TO REQUEST THEM TO ADOPT IT FOR: 

- Humane reasons 
- Health reasons 
- Economic reasons 
- Religious reasons 
- Safety reasons 
- Practicality reasons 
- Legal reasons 
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OTHER WEBSITES AGAINST STUNNING 
  
www.halalansa.com 
www.unstunnedhalal.com 
www.halalmc.co.uk or www.halalmc.org 
www.iccservices.org.uk (regent Park mosque) 
www.iccuk.org  
www.mcb.org.uk  
www.thingsnotsaid.org  
Jewish website: www.chechitauk.org 
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